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Thursday, May 28
Thursday’s lineup at the ITG conference was especially terrific. One must-see event after another all day long can be very
tiring; but what a satisfying experience it was! There were
exceptionally talented and well-prepared collegiate trumpet
ensembles playing thrilling preludes prior to many events, and
the session topics and musical styles performed covered the
gamut of what we do in this exciting field. The atmosphere at
the conference is extremely positive and supportive, despite
what one might expect from the perceived trumpet player
stereotype. The sense of camaraderie is truly infectious!
Bill Pfund—Warm-up Session
A humble and inspiring Bill Pfund led a packed room
through his morning warm-up session. “Is the trumpet still my
friend?” is a question he asks himself when he starts each day.
Pfund begins in the middle register to see how he feels and
adjusts his warmup accordingly. Beginning with deep breaths
and moving air through the horn, Pfund continued to lead a
warmup consisting of long tones, lip slurs, bending tones,
chromatics, and articulations. He emphasized achieving a
beautiful sound always and made sure that those in attendance
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remained relaxed as the warmup progressed. He spoke fondly
of his former teacher, Roger Voisin, and shared some stories
from their time together. It was particularly special that
Voisin’s son, Peter, was present, sharing stories himself. Attendees received valuable knowledge from an exceptional teacher
and performer and left properly relaxed, warmed up, and ready
to take on the day. (DD)
Judith Saxton—Alexander Technique Warmup
Judith Saxton integrated the body awareness principles of
the Alexander Technique in her warm-up class. While the
class consisted of many standard fundamentals practices, the
Alexander Technique approach may have been new to many.
The group began in a large circle, and everyone introduced
themselves to their neighbors. Even though no instruments
were being played or mouthpieces buzzed, we had already
begun to warm up our lips just by talking. Judith presented
breath exercises with movement to wake up the physical body
and lungs. Participants were then led through a process of
mouthpiece buzzing, ascending and descending chromatics,
Cichowicz flow studies, lip slurs, and arpeggios. Throughout
the session in every method, trumpeters were reminded to
play with feet grounded on the floor and knees unlocked. We
left not only with warmed-up chops, but also with an
increased awareness of the body and whole self as we play the
trumpet. (BB)
© 2015 International Trumpet Guild

Amy Dunker, Mark Ponzo, and James Sherry—
The Care and Feeding of New Music
With continual advances in technology and the burgeoning
presence of the Internet in nearly every facet of our lives, the
publication, marketing, and dissemination of music has been
altered dramatically in the last ten years. Increasingly, composers are self-publishing their works or utilizing smaller pub-

Mark Ponzo

Amy Dunker

James Sherry

lishers, creating challenges for the consumer with regard to
finding and assessing newly-penned compositions. Today’s
clinic, presented by composer Amy Dunker, navigated the
types of issues that surround present-day music composition
and offered much insightful and helpful commentary. Special
mention should be made of her website (www.amydunker.com),
which contains such useful resources as a listing of (with links
to) trumpet works by women composers. To complement
Dunker’s remarks, trumpeters James Sherry and Mark Ponzo,
along with pianist Bang Lang Do, presented a program of

excerpts from newer works by Betsy Schramm, Patricia Morehead, Karen Amrhein, and Amy Dunker. (JK)
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Jason Dovel—Trumpet Intonation: Facts and Strategies
Trumpet players and teachers of all ages filled the Union
ballroom early this morning for Jason Dovel’s session on intonation. Although many topics of discussion resonated with
those in attendance (as was made obvious by the nodding
heads and short bursts of laughter), a few ideas stood out
among the rest. Dovel suggested that student players learn a
ITG Journal Special Supplement 3

the trumpet. Other pieces are based more on improvisation,
and the piece length is up to the discretion of the performer.
Adler gave a thorough explanation of different microphones,
audio interfaces, speakers, and computer programs that he has
used in live performance and on his recent CD, Things I Like.
Adler’s playing was crystal-clear, and his presentation demonstrated extreme flexibility and exceptional technological
understanding. (EY)

Jason Dovel

variety of ways to approach playing in tune and adapting to
factors that may alter intonation—like changes in timbre, personnel, or temperature. He also stressed the importance of
using the first and third valve slides on the trumpet and
becoming aware of one’s own pitch tendencies, noting that the
slides were not put on the trumpet “just for decoration!” Other
topics of discussion included
common myths about intonation,
equal temperament, and harmonic tuning; and he also suggested
important references to improve
student learning. (BW)
John Adler—Trumpet and
Electronics: A Primer for
Performance and Practice
John Adler gave an interesting
and educational overview of his
work in the medium of trumpet
and electronics. Adler began by
introducing an online component
of his lecture, which contained
supplemental material such as
pictures and scores. Attendees
were encouraged to access the
material (available online at
http://johnadlermusic.com/itg)
during the presentation. Some of
the pieces that Adler presented are
“set-time” pieces in which a prerecorded backing track, often
containing manipulated trumpet
sounds, are used to accompany
4 ITG Journal Special Supplement
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Carole Dawn Reinhart

Carole Dawn Reinhart and
Wendy Matthews—
The Life and Teaching of
Carole Dawn Reinhart
This session showcased the life
of an astonishing musician. The
event began with what Matthews
called the “Inside the Actors Studio” approach. Reinhart spoke
about her early beginnings and
how her older brother influenced
her. Matthews played an early
recording of the siblings performing a duet on the Paul
Whiteman radio show in 1948.
The audience in attendance was
treated to a montage of photos of
the young Reinhart that lasted
the
entire
performance.
Matthews played a variety of
recorded audio/video performances for the room, including a
live performance of Reinhart
playing Buglers Holiday with Al
Hirt, Carnival of Venice with a
show band, and the Haydn Concerto and another concerto with
© 2015 International Trumpet Guild

orchestra. Despite her success with bands and TV, Reinhart
decided to move to Europe to seek out additional performing
opportunities. She premiered at least thirty works during this
time period. The session ended with Reinhart working with a
student on the Haydn Trumpet Concerto. (RR)
Philippe Schartz—Recital, The Music of Welsh Composers
An opening flurry of multiple tonguing was just the beginning of a stunning performance of music by Welsh composers
by Luxembourg-born trumpeter Philippe Schartz. The principal trumpet of the BBC National Orchestra of Wales demonstrated his technical virtuosity, as well as beautiful, lyrical playing on both trumpet and flugelhorn. Schartz dedicated his
somber and inspiring performance of Grace Williams’s Elegy
for Cynddylan to another Welsh composer, Mervyn Burtch,
who recently passed away. Schartz performed three world premieres, including Mountain of Abstract Thought, a composition
by Schartz’s pianist, Christopher Williams. Another of the
many highlights was the masterful performance of Tom
Davoren’s Trials for Olwen, also a premier. Davoren, in attendance, spoke of his inspiration for this work, which he derived
from a Welsh folk tale. This performance showcased not only
the stellar playing and musicality of Philippe Schartz, but also
the magnificent, diverse repertoire of Welsh composers. (DD)

Warren Vaché

others. In addition to providing some humorous anecdotes,
Vaché mentioned the importance of playing the melody in a
clear and authoritative way when performing in a three-horn
texture, as well as not getting in the way when playing behind
a singer. The masterclass provided a rare look into an era of
performers that has very few firsthand accounts. (NV)
New Works Recital #1
Double Entendre by Kent Holliday is a dramatic piece for
two trumpets and piano, which builds in intensity from start
to finish. The angular lines, contrasted with long sustained
motives, were well played by Jason Crafton and Paul Neebe,
who both displayed good balance, intonation and rich tone
quality. (SH)
Joseph Hallman’s Sonata for Trumpet (and Flugelhorn) was
played with impeccable precision of tone and technique by the

Philippe Schartz

Warren Vaché Masterclass
Warren Vaché held a question-and-answer session in which
he provided numerous personal accounts of legendary jazz
musicians from earlier generations. He told the audience about
his experience performing with Benny Goodman, Urbie
Green, Zoot Sims, and Slam Stewart, in addition to a regular
engagement playing with Roy Eldridge. He discussed his experience with numerous trumpet players, including Pee Wee
Erwin, Harry “Sweets” Edison, Buddy Hackett, and a host of
© 2015 International Trumpet Guild
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performers, Mary Bowden and Milana Strezeva. The threemovement work included diverse moods and styles. The first
movement, while technical in nature, contained many wonderful melodic moments. The second movement had a tranquil mood that was enhanced by the flugelhorn. The third
movement included much technical work that Bowden handled effortlessly. The piece showcased the multitude of talents
of this young rising star in the trumpet world. (RR)
Songs of Memory and Earth, composed by Sarah Horick,
contained three very different movements for trumpet, soprano, and piano. Set to poems by Shannon Berry, the first movement called for the trumpet in a more complementary role,
providing support and response to the prominent vocal line.
The second movement entered a new, complex, chromatic
sound world before closing with an almost jazzy, pop-style
third movement. The vocalist, Katherine Rohrer, was superb,
and trumpeter Richard Madden navigated the changing styles
with ease. (SH)
Call and Response by Daniel Breedon emphasized the power
and majesty of the trumpet. Neil Mueller had a confident
approach to this piece that highlighted his excellent tone and
technique. The piano and trumpet had a harmonious relationship, and it was truly a collaborative effort. (RR)
Christopher Cook’s Prowler for trumpet and tape contained
a virtual cornucopia of animalistic sounds and percussive
grooves. Recorded and manipulated samples of Kelly
Rossum’s trumpet playing echoed the onstage half-valve glisses,
hissing, and muted “wah-wah” passages, which all evoked
images of elephants, big cats, and a host of other animals. (SH)
Daniel Kallman’s Sonata for Trumpet is a three-movement
work that displayed well Garrett Klein’s facility on the trumpet. Klein maneuvered through each movement with great
grace and interpretive expression on this modern piece. (RR)
Ray Vega—Jazz Recital
Jazz artist, distinguished educator/clinician, and all-round
brilliant performer, trumpeter Ray Vega joined forces with a
phenomenal rhythm section to cover seven well-known jazz
selections. In his opening remarks, Vega dedicated the performance to recently passed jazz trumpet great Marcus Belgrave. The session kicked off
with Vega’s take on Softly as a
Morning
Sunrise.
Vega’s
improvisation there (and thereafter) sparkled with neat, brief
phrases, most of which spun off
other exciting ideas. There Will
Never Be Another You featured a
superb solo by pianist Joey
Skoch, who was brilliant
throughout the recital. Juan
Tizol’s exotic Caravan provided
a speedy platform for Vega’s
and the band’s fine solos. Gillespie’s A Night in Tunisia followed and included a duet
between bassist Lou Fischer and
standout drummer Reggie Jackson, who were both stellar. The
group then bebopped through
Miles Davis’s The Theme, and a
6 ITG Journal Special Supplement
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cooking blues ended the highly enjoyable and intensely swinging session. (NiMo)
United States Army Historical Trumpets Recital
The US Army Historical Trumpets treated the audience to
a varied program with insightful commentary from trumpeter
Jay Martin, who led off the program by playing Thomsen’s
Eingang from off stage. Timpanist Matthew Bell and the four
trumpeters (playing Baroque trumpets with vent holes) then
launched into a rendition of the Toccata from Monteverdi’s
L’Orfeo, followed by Martin’s resourceful arrangement of
Altenburg’s Concerto (originally for seven trumpets and tim-

US Army Historical Trumpets Recital
© 2015 International Trumpet Guild

pani). The heart of the program consisted of three suites compiled from
short pieces for trumpets, timpani,
fifes, and one-keyed historical flutes.
The first, Tribute to Valor, honored
three army trumpeters from the past
with sonatas by Biber and Weichlein.
The second suite highlighted French
works; and the third, Colonial Suite,
featured music that would have been
heard in Colonial America. Following
works by Philidor and Mouret, trumpeters Barry Bauguess and Rick Murrell joined the group for a rousing rendition of music of Fantini, performed
with compelling grandeur on natural
trumpets. (EK)
Joel Treybig and Adam Hayes—
Lux et Lapis: Music for Two
Trumpets and Organ
Adam Hayes and Joel Treybig, with
organist Andrew Risinger, performed a
recital of music for two trumpets and
organ from the choir loft in the sanctuary of Saint Patrick Church. Most of
Solo Competition finalists and judges. L – R: Jason Dovel, Judith Saxton, Marcus Flores,
the works performed were from their
Cory Johnson, Rex Richardson, Jingye Gong, Jens Lindemann
CD, Lux et Lapis (“Light and Stone”),
Jeremiah Clarke melody that is so familiar to trumpet players
that was released in 2014. The trio performed Fantasy Suite by
everywhere. (MH)
John Hingeston, Lux et Lapis by Kevin McKee, Sonata da
Chiesa by Samuel Ducommun, Jubilate by Terry Halco,
ITG Solo Competition Finals
Altenberger Adagio by Bernard Krol, and Gustav Mahler’s Wo
The performers in the final round of the ITG Solo Compedie schonen Trompeten blasen, which was arranged by Wayne
tition demonstrated some very impressive playing. Rebecca
Linehan in such a way that the trumpets mirror the original
Wilt’s collaborative piano playing was reliable, sensitive, and
vocal line. Organist Andrew Risinger was featured on Johann
impressive as always. All three finalists performed the required
Sebastian Bach’s Prelude in C Major. Treybig performed the
piece, Ernest Bloch’s Proclamation, in addition to another
premiere of his own composition, The Prince of Denmark’s
work of the performer’s choosing. The first performer, Cory
March Fantasy, which featured virtuosic manipulations of the
Johnson, is a student of Michael Anderson at Oklahoma City
University. Johnson’s chosen piece
was Charles Chaynes’s Concerto
for Trumpet, which was played
with musical sensitivity and great
technical dexterity. The second
performer, Jingye Gong, is a student of Yi Liu at the Zhejiang Conservatory of Music in China.
Gong’s piece of choice was Alexander Arutunian’s Concerto for
Trumpet, which benefited from a
carefully calculated and lively musical interpretation. The third and
final performer was Marcus Flores,
a student of Charles Saenz at Bowling Green State University. Flores’s
chosen piece, executed with meaningful musical phrases and an
impressive display of power, was
Oskar Böhme’s Trumpet Concerto
in F minor. (EY)
L – R: Joel Treybig and Adam Hayes
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Malcolm McNab—
Performance Presentation
In a presentation entitled “A
Life Behind Film,” Malcolm
McNab discussed his “stealth”
(out of the limelight) career that
has spanned 45 years so far.
McNab has been a part of over
two thousand soundtracks and
has worked with the most prominent composers in Hollywood,
including John Williams, Jerry
Goldsmith, Bruce Broughton,
and Hans Zimmer. During his
presentation, McNab showed
numerous movie clips that featured his trumpet solos, and he
shared personal anecdotes about
L – R: Susan Rider, Amy McCabe, Rex Richardson, Brian Turnmire, and Andrew Schuller
each experience. McNab disthe very highest technical and artistic level, achieving a wide
cussed his childhood, his early involvement in the recording
range of emotions in this well-chosen program. Bruce
industry, his equipment, and his thoughts on how studio
Broughton’s
Fanfares, Marches, Hymns and Finale was simple
recording has changed with modern technology. What was
and
lovely,
and
Rautavaara’s A Requiem in our Time impresextraordinarily clear is how dynamic and versatile a career
sively
and
thoughtfully
ended the first half. The second half
McNab has had and what an incredible artist he is. The presopened with a great rendition of Michael Tilson Thomas’s
entation ended with a question-and-answer session and a standStreet Song. An amusing moment occurred when the church’s
ing ovation from the enthusiastic audience. (RG)
6:00 p.m. bells sounded during the piece’s softest moment. Rex
Richardson joined the ensemble for a concerto by Brendan
Collins and Andy Scott’s Paquito. In what we have come to
expect from Rex, he just about blew the roof off of the church!
His amazing playing possessed brilliant technique, soulful lyricism, fascinating improvisation, and more than a few screaming high notes. (MR)

Malcolm McNab

United States Marine Band Brass Ensemble
with Rex Richardson Concert
From the opening bars of Ryan Nowlin’s fantastic arrangement of Let Freedom Ring, the audience knew they were in for
a treat. The men and women of this ensemble performed at
8 ITG Journal Special Supplement

Burning River Brass Concert
Established in 1996, Burning River Brass originates from
Cleveland, Ohio. The name “Burning River” comes from the
fact that in the 1960s the Cuyahoga River was so polluted that
sparks thrown from passing trains would occasionally start a
fire on the surface of the water! BRB has released six compact
discs to date, including Of Knights and Castles (1999), two holiday recordings—Christmas Around the World (2005) and
’Twas the Night Before Christmas (2008)—and, most recently,
Classical Impressions (2013), which includes works by Debussy,
Prokofiev, Brahms, Bach, and Rachmaninoff. Burning River
Brass has been heard on NpR’s Performance Today and Sunday
Baroque, as well as on radio stations throughout the United
States and abroad.
Burning River Brass began their performance with Raymond Premru’s Of Knights and Castles from Divertimento for
Brass. The short piece, one of nine movements in the Divertimento, was performed from memory at the front of the stage
and with no conductor. The ensemble immediately distinguished themselves with their impeccable intonation and precise ensemble. The concert was fast paced and featured great
variety, from works by Renaissance composers to compositions
written within the past few years. The tone colors created by
the twelve-member ensemble, including four trumpets (utilizing piccolo trumpet and flugelhorn, along with C and B-flat
trumpet), two horns, three trombones, euphonium, tuba, and,
at times, percussion, were unique and distinctive. The ensem© 2015 International Trumpet Guild

Burning River Brass

ance! Many people, including me, rushed to buy their CDs folble performed with great finesse and refinement.
lowing the concert. I will be listening to this ensemble during
Justin Emerich was featured soloist on the “Queen of the
my ride home. (KE)
Night” aria from Mozart’s The Magic Flute, arranged by
Michael Allen. Emerich was recently named associate professor of trumpet at Michigan State University. He had a clear,
Till Brönner Jazz Concert
brilliant piccolo trumpet sound that projected easily throughGerman jazz sensation Till Brönner presented a concert on
out Regency Ballroom.
Thursday evening. At the beginning of the concert, one of
Percussionist Feza Zweifel served as conductor for his
Brönner’s teachers, Bobby Shew, was presented with the ITG
arrangement of Johannes Brahms’s Hungarian Dance No. 6.
Honorary Award. Later, Brönner described Shew as his first
Noteworthy was the beautiful flugelhorn playing by Heather
and most important teacher. The concert consisted of a jazz
Zweifel. Feza Zweifel also arranged and
conducted other works on this program, including Ottorino Resphigi’s
Adoration of the Magi and selected
works by Debussy and Prokofiev. Especially satisfying was his arrangement of
Morton Lauriden’s O Magnum Mysterium. Not merely a transcription, the
arrangement still retained the glorious
nature of the original.
Witold Lutoslawski wrote Variations
on a Theme of Paganini for two pianos.
Roger Harvey’s impressive arrangement
of this piece, written for the London
Brass, was a considerable contrast to the
earlier works and again highlighted the
clear, focused sound, exceptional intonation, and impressive ensemble of
Burning River Brass. The concert concluded with Anthony DiLorenzo’s
“Guinevere’s Rescue and the Battle with
the Red Dragon” from Of Kingdoms
and Glory. As with all of DiLorenzo’s
works, this one possessed great drama
and cinematic effect. A standing ovation from the audience elicited one
more work from BRB, a fun arrangement of Chico Navarro’s La Pareja that
had more than a few people dancing in
the aisles!
Congratulations to Burning River
Brass for their outstanding performBobby Shew (L) receives the ITG Honorary Award from President Alan Siebert.
© 2015 International Trumpet Guild
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quartet with trumpet, piano, bass, and drums. Brönner played
familiar tunes—such as Kenny Dorham’s Nobody Else But Me
and J.S. Bach’s Air on a G String—as well as some lesserknown works. Upon playing the Air, Brönner joked that the
greatest jazz musician ever to have lived was actually German—Johann Sebastian Bach. Throughout the night, Brönner’s solos were always carefully constructed with all the right

ingredients: a wonderful sound, dramatic storytelling, soaring
high notes, and limitless technique. While Brönner noted the
quartet had only a brief rehearsal prior to the evening’s performance, every member of the group played with incredible
precision, demonstrating always a keen awareness of each
other’s sound, style, dynamics, and musical ideas. (JD)

Till Brönner
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39TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL TRUMPET GUILD
MAY 20 – 24, 2014 • KING OF PRUSSIA, PENNSYLVANIA

ADDITIONAL PHOTOS

Doc Severinsen at the S.E. Shires booth
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Jason Carder trying out a natural trumpet at an exhibitor’s booth

Typical stage setup at the ITG conference
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St. Patrick Church, venue for many ITG 2015 events, exterior and interior
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After-hours nightlife at ITG 2015
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40TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL TRUMPET GUILD
MAY 26 – 30, 2015 • COLUMBUS, OHIO

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
The 2015 ITG Conference
Reporting Team
Brianne Borden (BB) recently graduated with her Master of
Music degree from the University of Colorado-Boulder, where
she served as trumpet teaching assistant and Yoga for Musicians instructor. She will begin pursuing her Doctor of Musical Arts degree at Arizona State University in the fall.
Jason Crafton (JC) is assistant professor of trumpet at Virginia Tech.
Davy DeArmond (DD) is trumpet instrumentalist with the
United States Naval Academy Band and serves on the faculties
of Washington College and Anne Arundel Community College.
Jason Dovel (JD) is assistant professor of trumpet at the
University of Kentucky. His debut solo CD, Lost Trumpet
Treasures, was released in 2014.
Kevin Eisensmith (KE) is professor of trumpet and assistant
chair of the department of music at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania. He served as ITG president from 2009 to 2011.
Ryan Gardner (RG) is assistant professor of trumpet at
Oklahoma State University. He is an avid performer and
serves as the New York and Los Angeles Artistic Coordinator
for Music for Autism.
Scott Hagarty (SH) is associate professor of trumpet at Del
Mar College in Corpus Christi, Texas. He is a member of the
Corpus Christi and Victoria (Texas) Symphony Orchestras
and a founding member of the Corpus Christi Brass Quintet.
Mike Huff (MH) is associate professor of trumpet at Troy
University in Troy, Alabama and performs as a member of the
Mobile, Pensacola, and Meridian Symphony Orchestras. He
holds degrees from the University of Massachusetts, Eastman
School of Music, and Catholic University and is a Bach trumpet artist.
Elisa Koehler (EK) is associate professor and chair of the
Music Department at Goucher College in Baltimore, Maryland and the author of Fanfares and Finesse: A Performer's
Guide to Trumpet History and Literature (Indiana University
Press) and A Dictionary for the Modern Trumpet Player (Rowman & Littlefield).
Will Koehler (WK) is currently pursuing his Dm degree at
the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music. Currently on
staff with Bloomington High School North, Koehler also
holds an assistant manager position with the Indiana University orchestras.
John Korak (JK) is professor of trumpet at Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville and serves as the Book Reviews column editor for the ITG Journal.
© 2015 International Trumpet Guild

Eric Millard (EM) is currently a doctoral student at Florida State
University, where he studies with Dr. Christopher Moore. Millard
also received his master’s degree from Florida State and earned his
bachelor’s degree at the University of Kentucky, where he studied
with Mark Clodfelter, Vince DiMartino, and Robert Sullivan.
Nick Mondello (NiMo) is a freelance trumpeter, author, music
critic, educator/clinician and consultant and is the editor of the
Studio/Commercial Scene column for the ITG Journal. Author of
365 Trumpet Lessons, Nick writes for many jazz publications and
websites. He holds the BA and mS degrees in music education, as
well as an mBA in Marketing and a Professional Diploma in Educational Administration.
Neil Mueller (NeMu) is assistant professor of trumpet at Central
Michigan University's School of Music.
Internationally acclaimed trumpeter Marc Reese (MR) is best
known for his nearly two-decade tenure in the Empire Brass. He
has performed in the trumpet sections of the New York Philharmonic, Cleveland and Boston Symphony Orchestras and currently
serves as head of the brass department for Lynn University’s Conservatory of Music.
Raquel Rodriquez (RR) is editor of the Trumpet Technology
column for the ITG Journal and serves as associate professor of
trumpet at Northern Kentucky University.
Donald K. Roeder (DR) is a retired thoracic and vascular surgeon from Carlisle, Pennsylvania. He ceased playing following his
graduation from Franklin and Marshall College in 1957 and
became a “comeback player” in 1974. He currently serves as cornet
soloist for the Carlisle Town Band, sounds Taps on a regular basis
for military funerals and commemorative ceremonies with the
Cumberland County Honor Guard, and performs in various
churches as a soloist and with brass ensembles.
Nick Volz (NV) is associate professor of classical and jazz trumpet
at Loyola University New Orleans. He regularly performs in a variety of settings, including the Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra and
the New Orleans Uptown Jazz Orchestra.
Becki Walenz (BW) is the editor for the journal jr. column in
the ITG Journal and is currently working toward her Doctor of
Music degree at Florida State University.
Joseph Walters (JW) is in his fifteenth year as the layout professional for the ITG Journal and performs as principal trumpet in the
Albuquerque Philharmonic Orchestra.
Peter Wood (PW) is publications editor for the International
Trumpet Guild. He serves as professor of trumpet at the University
of South Alabama and is a member of the Mobile Symphony
Orchestra.
Erin Yanacek (EY) is a member of the River City Brass Band in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and also serves as Lecturer of Music at
Bethany College and Mercyhurst University.
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2015 ITG Conference Photographers
Michael Anderson is the ITG Website director and head
photographer for the conference. He serves as professor of
trumpet at Oklahoma City University and is a member of the
Oklahoma City Philharmonic.
Norman Bergstrom has been a member of the Blawenburg
(New Jersey) Band trumpet section since 1962. He is also the
photographer for the Nova Orchestra in West Windsor, New
Jersey.
Del Lyren is professor of trumpet and jazz at Bemidji State
University. He has been active in many aspects of ITG, including co-hosting the 2011 conference in Minneapolis.
Denny Schreffler has been a professional trumpet player for
fifty years and a curious photographer nearly that long. “It’s
more fun practicing on a Nikon than on a Benge.”

2015 ITG Conference Exhibitors
A “minor” Tune Up Custom Trumpet Ship
Adams Musical Instruments
Alliance Publications
Andreas Eastman
Austin Custom Brass
Balquhidder Music
Baroque Trumpet Shop
BERP & Co.
Best Brass
Blackburn Trumpets
Bob Reeves
BP Trumpets
Brass Herald
Brass tactics
Brixton Publications
Buckeye Brass & Winds
Buffet Group USA
BuzzzMaster by David O’Neill
Callet Trumpets
Cannonball Musical Instruments
Conn-Selmer
Del Quadro Custom Trumpets
Denis Wick
DF Music Enterprise
Dr. Flegg’s Structured Practice Method
Edwards Instrument Company
Eighth Note Publications
Gard Bags
Gerry Lopez Music
Getzen Company Inc.
Giddings and Webster
Hickey’s Music
Hub van Laar Trumpets & Flugelhorns
Husonics
International Trumpet Guild 2016 Conference
International Trumpet Guild Membership
International Women’s Brass Conference
J.Landress Brass, Inc.
Jaeger Brass
Jupiter Band Instruments
Kanstul Musical Instruments
Krinner Instrumentenbau-Germany
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Maller Brass Instruments
Marcinkiewicz Co. Inc.
Messina Covers
Monster Oil
National Trumpet Competition
Patrick Mouthpieces
Pickett Brass
Pollard Water Key
Professional Suite by Royalton Music Center
Quintessential Brass Repertoire
Raw Brass Trumpets
Robinson’s Remedies
Schilke Music Products
Schmidt Music
S.E. Shires
Smith Watkins
Sonaré Pro Brass
Stanton’s Sheet Music
Stephenson Music
Stomvi USA
Taylor Trumpets
Thompson Music Co.
Torpedo Bags
Triplo Press
Tromba—Zhengzhou Aucs Co. Ltd.
Ultra-Pure Oils
US Army Music Program
Warburton Music Products
Washington Music Center
WaveSong Press
Weimann German Trumpets & Flugelhorns
Yamaha

Conference Sponsors
PlATiNum SpoNSoRS
Bob Reeves
International Women’s Brass Conference
XO Brass
Yamaha Corporation of America
SilVeR SpoNSoR
Bill Pfund Trumpets
Warburton
LANyARD SpoNSoR
Royalton Music Center

Conference Program Book Advertisers
89 Fish & Grill
A “minor” Tune Up Custom Trumpet Shop
Adams Musical Instruments
BP Trumpets
Brass Herald
Cannonball Musical Instruments
Carl Fischer
CarolBrass
Chuck Levin’s Washington Music Center
Curry Mouthpieces
DF Music Enterprise
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Flushmute
Frost Custom Brass
Hickman Music Editions
Horn Stash
Hub van Laar Trumpets & Flugelhorns
Indiana University Press
International Trumpet Guild Conference 2016
International Trumpet Guild Photography
International Women’s Brass Conference
JP Musical Instruments
New York Summer Music Festival
Oberlin College
Pickett Brass
Pollard Water Key
Schagerl
Schilke Music Products
Schmidt Music
Scodwell Trumpets
S.E. Shires
Smith Watkins Brass
Warburton Music Products
Yamaha
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